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Abstract 
“I am supernova” is an artistic visualisation of the “The Big Five Personality Test”. The test explores 
personality of participant with the highly respected Five Factor model (AKA the Big Five). The test 
result will provide an insight on 5 major dimensions of personality: Openness, Conscientiousness, 
Agreeableness, Extraversion, and Neuroticism. The numeric indication from the result, score and 
percentile, will be translated into forms and formations with the help of appropriate assigned 
colours that best represent the 5 traits.   

The Supernova is used as a metaphor to express the celebration of life, where it gives a 
spectacular display before going out. As in on par comparison to the creation and formation of a 
Supernova phenomenon, life is full of surprises, excitement, unknown and more. Life should be 
expressed and enjoyed to the fullest until the last moment, where it will leave a mark or an 
impression for others to be inspired with awe. 
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